
Macroscopic Anatomy II. Exams 

Dear Students, 

 I would like to inform you the exam period starts on May 18. You can take first only the 
electronic Moodle test of Macroscopic Anatomy II. Exam due to the coronavirus pandemic. 
The online exams are held once a week during the exam period. The tests consist of 40 
multiple and single choice questions and they take 40 minutes. The pass rate is 60% (24 
points).  

Only those students are entitled to take the test on the exam day who registered for it in 
the Neptun system before. The exam tests protected by passwords, what we are going to 
publish in Moodle before the tests start. If a student opens the exam test with the 
password, the exam is considered as started and an exam opportunity is used, regardless of 
whether he / she registered for the exam in the Neptun system on that day.  

The Department provides an opportunity to take the electronic test prior the exam period 
(pre exam on the 14th week). The pre exam is optional and the given mark will only be as 
considered as grade of the electronic final exam test, if the student accept it. Only those 
students are eligible to take the pre exam who passed the Macroscopic Anatomy I. Exam. 
The  offered grade for the pre exam cannot be transferred to later exam periods. 

After a successful electronic test, the students can take practical exam when the epidemic 
emergency has been ended. If you fail the practical exam, you do not need to retake the 
electronic test.  

The final grade consists of the electronic (Moodle) test (25%) and the practical exam (75%).  

After the epidemic emergency, we are going to make up for anatomy practices preparing 
you for the practical part of the final exam. The attendance on these practices will be 
mandatory even in case of failed electronic test because the absences will be taken into 
account when giving signature for the semester.    

Topics: material of the first and second semesters. Academic Calendar 2019/2020 p. 111   

http://semmelweis.hu/anatomia/files/2019/09/2019_2020-calendar.pdf  

Microscopic Anatomy and Embryology I. Exam 

The exams of the Microscopic Anatomy and Embryology I. are exclusively oral exams via 
the Zoom system due to the coronavirus pandemic.  

The exam consists of two parts: description of one given histology slide from the Case 
Viewer pool and the explanation of one embryology topic without preparation time. You 
should pass both parts. 

http://semmelweis.hu/anatomia/files/2019/09/2019_2020-calendar.pdf


NOTE: You should keep up a continuous webcam connection during the whole exam and  
before the beginning of the exam, you must present either your ID or Student Card through 
the webcam.   

It is the student's responsibility to ensure that the exam is going to be uninterrupted: 
during the exam, he / she can only be in the room alone and not communicate with 
others; you cannot leave the room. For the entire duration of the exam, the students can  
run only the Zoom program on their electronic devices. 

The exams are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays during the whole exam period.  

If you fail one of the two parts, the entire exam will be failed and you have to retake it 
completely.  

For security reasons, the exam is recorded by the Institute. The student may not take any 
form of recording during the examination; violation of this will result in disciplinary action. 

Topic list: Academic Calendar 2019/2020 p. 116 
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